
SAVE OVER $1 PER CASE VS. GREEN MOUNTAIN!

Vienna Coffee House
WPKV
Dark Roast
Delicate acidity and intense body; sweet
with nutty notes. Close your eyes,
breathe the aromas, savor the moment!

French Roast
WPKFR
Dark Roast
Spicy flavors and a bold, caramelized
taste. Enjoy the good moments!

Chef’s Reserve Colombian
WPKCOL
Dark Roast
A full-bodied cup with rich chocolate
tones and a hint of sweet fruitiness.
Crafted with distinctive coffee beans,
then carefully roasted to Wolfgang
Puck’s exact standards.

Sumatra Kopi Raya
WPKSUM
Dark Roast
Bold body, rich in flavor with intense,
spicy notes. Grown in the lush
highlands of the Aceh Province.
Exotic flavors from around the world
at your table!

Sorrento Fair Trade
WPKSOR
Medium Roast
A well-balanced blend with a slight
earthy flavor and rich aroma. Take a
moment to simply enjoy the great flavor
and aroma of this Fair Trade blend.

Chef’s Reserve Colombian Decaf
WPKDEC
Medium Roast
Highly aromatic with a full body, rich
chocolate tones, and a touch of sweet
fruitiness. Live, love, eat… and drink
great coffee!

Breakfast in Bed
WPKBB
Medium Roast
Mild in the cup, a harmonious balance
between acidity and body. Wake up on
the bright side, with fresh aromas and a
smooth taste.

Rodeo Drive
WPKRODEO
Medium Roast
Mellow, medium body. Bright and
rich with a hint of fine citrus flavors.
When only the best will do.

Crème Caramel
WPKCC
Flavored (Sweet Caramel)
Sweetness of rich caramel mixed with
gourmet vanilla ice cream. Delicious!

Hawaiian Hazelnut
WPKH
Flavored (Hazelnut)
The flavor of rich coffee blended with
tropical hazelnut, sure to delight the
senses.

Vanilla Francaise
WPKFV
Flavored (Vanilla)
The subtle flavor of vanilla adds just a
touch of sweetness to this extraordinary
coffee.

Jamaica Me Crazy
WPKJAM
Flavored (Coconut)
You may do a little dance for this
fantastic cup of Joe. Yes, a dance, but
who doesn’t love a crazy jig?


